A DESCRIPTIVE SURVEY OF ATTITUDES TOWARD ART CLASSES

Marge Stell
The Descriptive Survey I did a comparison survey of attitudes about art classroom management, grading policies and personal attitudes about individual art work.
I compared the combination 5th/6th grades class room and the Intermediate Family School class at an elementary school.
The 5th/6th grades class has 24 students who are of low academic ability. No one in the class is reading within a year and a half of grade level. There is a high incidence of children whose families move from place to place in the city. They are considered neighborhood children even if they don't live in the school neighborhood all of the academic year. They attend the school in order to maintain stability.
The Intermediate Family School class has 25 students who are preselected for attendence in Family School. They range from 3rd to 6th grade. Family School is an alternative school program. Parents take an active part in working as volunteers on special projects in school. They have a social extention beyond school time which includes camping trips, field trips, covered dish suppers, and a parent committee that meets periodically with the instructor. The children are all bright and/or strongly independent in their ability to work on academics without directed supervision. They perform much better in an unstructured, open atmosphere. They have demonstrated the desire and ability to pursue academic work according to their own needs and the personal drive to go on beyond the usual grade limits in any given academic area.
The 5th/6th grades class operates in a very structured class room situation. They can't handle change in routine easily. Substitute teachers upset them. New problems or different or exciting plans for the day tend to cause a great deal of disruption in class. They receive regular report cards. They often are disciplined with isolation in the Principal's office, paddling, and detention time after school. They frequently have fights, squabble, lie, cheat, steal. They also share and have good friendships and do try to get their work done. They do not conduct themselves in a classroom in any usual sense of quiet, order, organization, respect or reticence.
Family School children do not ever receive report cards. They get written narrative reports on their performances and form contracts with the instructor for a given amount of academic work they will accomplish within a day or a week. They operate a democratic classroom which includes a morning meeting to set the plans for the day. There are no desks in rows. The room is similar to a big, rambling house with many interest areas in which to work. The discipline situations are resolved in individual conferences with the instructor, or in small groups, or by parent conferences. Occasionally, a student is denied a pleasurable activity until he or she has corrected a deficiency in some area.
I often have marveled at the difference between these two groups.
There are several neighborhood children in Family School. I also have I was curious about the attitudes of both groups toward their own work-whether they felt success and pleasure in their work. I also wondered if they considered themselves as successful in art class.
Some questions were constructed to elicit their general views of curriculum: whether the students realized there is a basic design in the system for art classes; whether the students felt there was a tie in with other subject areas; whether the students considered art to be necessary for their educational development.
I could have asked just "yes/no" questions, but I added "sometimes" and "don't know" response categories after seeing Bill Cosby demonstrate kids' reactions to "yes/no" answers. He said "sometimes" means "yes", but kids would rather say "sometimes" than go out on a limb and state finally and absolutely "yes". Also, "I don't know" usually means "yes" or at least some knowledge of the situation, but the kids don't want to incriminate themselves so they will evade an answer if possible. The questionnaire was highly structured in any case, but may be evaluated by adding all "sometimes" responses to the "yes" percents. However, the high percentage of "don't know" responses to the question about School District curriculum guides was an honest "I don't know" response. Therefore, I don't think the "don't know" responses should be added to the "yes" category. They need to be kept in a separate coding. Some students in Family School indicated on their paper that this was the same as a "no" comment for them.
The survey was fun to do and had some surprises. The classroom teachers administered the questionnaires. The 5th/6th grades teacher read it aloud to her students. The Family School instructor let his students complete the questionnaires on their own time. They all were told they did not need to sign their names. Most Family School students did sign them, but some did not. All 5th/6th students signed their names. The 5th/6th students were very vocal and opinionated about their answers and appeared to enjoy the activity. The Family School students were much more blase about it, but all of them responded which surprised me.
The percentages of responses in each category for the two groups are indicated directly under the individual questions. In some instances, such as the high percentages of yes responses to students' choosing their art projects and materials, there is considerable agreement between the Family School class and the 5th/6th grades class. On other questions, there is more disagreement; the desirability of quiet art classes is an example. This type of research is time consuming. I used a calculator to compute percentages. I decided I would rather survey two whole classes than just two or three students in each group. I wanted a more complete picture.
The students are so unique that two or three from each class might not represent the entire groups.
I am glad so many signed their names because their responses are more valuable to me than the percentages of the whole group. The percentages seem to support the premise of Family School that their students do not need letter grades. The answers to the questionnaire also alerted me to the fact that students in both groups do want some feedback from the instructor on their art work. Comments were desired. 
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